BREAD IGC Economics of Education Course:

Reading List for lectures by Karthik Muralidharan (UC San Diego)

Background (for both lectures):


- Muralidharan, Karthik. 2017. 'Field Experiments in Education in Developing Countries.' in Abhijit V Banerjee and Esther Duflo (eds.), *Handbook of Field Experiments*. Open access copy at: https://econweb.ucsd.edu/~kamurali/papers/Published_Book_Chapters/FEEDC_2017.pdf

Combining research and policy in education (including discussions of ethics, and politics):


Lecture 1: School Governance

I will briefly discuss all these papers and spend more time on the (*) and (**) papers


Chaudhury, Nazmul, Jeffrey Hammer, Michael Kremer, Karthik Muralidharan, and F.


Lecture 2: Technology in Education

I will briefly discuss all these papers and spend more time on the (*) and (**) papers


Derksen, Laura, Catherine Michaud-Leclerc, and Pedro C L Souza. 2022. 'Restricted access: How the internet can be used to promote reading and learning', *Journal of Development Economics*, 155.


